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ABSTRACT

With the resurgence of transnational immigration across the United States of America over the
past several decades, it is no longer optional for a teacher to choose to adopt culturally relevant
practices; it is a necessity. Research has shown that when there is a mismatch between students’
personal cultures and the classroom culture, it can negatively influence the mindset and feelings
of English Language Learners (ELLs) towards their education. Thusly, there is a vital need for
educators to be trained on the ways to adopt culturally relevant pedagogies and educational
philosophies. In order for educators to be able to authentically and effectively implement
culturally responsive practices, they need to be trained on the methods with which to do so. The
indicated professional development program focuses on the three following elements due to the
prevalence in authentically adopting a culturally responsive practice: shifting mindsets, changing
the classroom environment, and employing collaboration and interaction. These results show that
these professional development seminars serve as a stepping stone and guide for educators to
begin to make this positive change in their classrooms. Future research could explore additional
facets that are embedded in the complex process of creating a culturally responsive classroom.
Further research could also expand its bounds in order to encompass other grade domains outside
of elementary education.
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How to Adopt Culturally Relevant Pedagogical Practices and Educational Philosophies through
Shifting Mindsets, Changing the Classroom Environment, and Employing Collaboration and
Interaction
Introduction
Over the past two decades, America has returned to its roots of diversity with globalscale transnational immigration reaching new heights year after year. Embracing the foundation
that the United States was built on, America’s population is continuing to be a conglomerate of
diverse cultures that mold the shape of society (Wei, 2014). The resurgence of immigration in
America has greatly influenced a multitude of facets in the daily functions of its individuals. One
significant aspect of society that has been affected is public education. Close to 23% of publicschool students are from immigrant households (Camarota & Zeigler, 2016). Additionally, as of
2015, 9.5% of students were categorized as English Language Learners or ELLs (National
Center for Education Statistics, n.d.). Furthermore, “According to the National Center for
Education Statistics (NCES 2003), students identified as ‘minority’ made up 50% of 50 of the
largest school districts in the country” (Kolano, Thorstensson, Lachance & Coffey, 2014, p. 43),
in reference to the United States. Although there has been a significant increase in the
multiculturalism of students, there continues to be a lack of diversity of teachers, “...white
teachers make up 84%, while African American teachers make up 8%, with Hispanic,
Asian/Pacific Islander, and American Indian/Alaskan Native constituting less than 8% in total,
(Kolano, et al. 2014, p. 43). This mismatch causes a significant disconnect between multicultural
students and their educators because they lack a representation of themselves within the school.
Therefore,
Rather than re-working desegregated schools around principles of equity and
multiculturalism, generally White educators maintained institutionalized schooling
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processes that continued to benefit Whites more than communities of color. The
production of teachers today reflects continued institutionalized White privilege. (Sleeter
as quoted in, Kolano, 2014, p. 43)
Thusly many have called for a shift in the education field in order to adapt to meet the needs of
its diverse students. Unfortunately, not all educational institutions prescribe to this newfound
multilingual lens in their curricula, leading to a disconnect between ELLs and their education. In
this chapter, I will analyze areas of discrepancies in the American public education system’s
disposition towards the diversities of students and address the importance of embracing students’
differences in the classroom.
The Monolingual Lens
Traditionally, the educational system set in place in America is viewed through a
monolingual, English-is-superior lens. While English is the most common spoken language in
America, it is not the only language that is represented by the individuals within this society.
Moreover, as Wong (2016) stated, “Bilingualism is natural for millions of people like me,
indeed, it’s the norm for majority of the world. It is neither a privilege or a problem” (para. 3).
Many educational institutions have adopted a negative mindset regarding bilingualism, which
leads to schools placing the blame of students’ struggles on the students themselves, instead of
self-reflecting on the ways in which the school, itself, can improve to help the individual,
(Messing, 2009). According to Wong (2016),
We need to stop thinking about monolingualism as the societal norm. That assumption
distorts our thinking about young multilingual children. It sets us up to view them as if
they have something they need to overcome. Bilingualism is their norm — as it is mine.
If we view bilingualism or even multilingualism not as a privilege, or a problem, but just
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as the reality, then we’ll be much better positioned to begin building a system that can set
these children up for success. (para.11)
Although there has been an increase in teachers adopting culturally responsive methods,
the English-is-superior mindset is still deeply rooted in many educators’ minds in America.
Teachers may carry unconscious stereotypes of their students, and if these teachers have, “...
unexamined negative beliefs toward ELLs, even well-meaning teachers might discriminate
without realizing it” (Pettit, 2011, p. 124). Therefore, this phenomenon creates the impression
that in many classrooms across America there may be a discrepancy between teachers
implementing culturally relevant strategies in the classroom and the effectiveness of these
methods due to the unconscious mindset of these educators. According to Pettit, “Not only do
teacher’s beliefs affect the expectations they hold of students, but their actions in the classroom
also reflect their beliefs” (p. 124). Thusly, teachers' beliefs drive their decisions on subject matter
and choices made in their educational practices. This unconscious mindset may be due in part to
the lack of teacher training or professional development opportunities in which to assist
educators on learning ways to create effective and authentic culturally relevant lessons and
multicultural classroom environments that embrace the diversity of its students (Stille, Bethke,
Bradley-Brown, Goberson, & Hall, 2016).
Professional Development Concern
In order for educators to authentically implement culturally relevant pedagogical
practices and educational philosophies, teachers need to have the appropriate training on how to
adhere their classrooms to meet the needs of its diverse students. Currently there is a shortage of
English Language Learner (ELL) teachers and programs training teachers on how to educate
ELLs. Nowadays more than ever it is vital to implement a culturally relevant classroom.
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According to Quintero and Hansen (2017), “Including both former and current ELs more than
doubles the proportion of public-school students from non-English-speaking backgrounds” (para.
5). Therefore, it is no longer optional for a teacher to be trained in adopting a culturally
responsive pedagogy, it is a necessity. Quintero and Hansen also stated:
Though the convergence of these trends makes the need for teacher training more urgent,
this is not something that should surprise us. At the turn of the 21st century, a national
survey reported 41 percent of public school teachers in a variety of locales taught
students with limited English proficiency. Fewer than a third of those teachers had even a
modest level of training to support ELs. More recent surveys put the share of teachers
with at least one EL over 55 percent, but we do not see any evidence that teacher training
is improving. (para. 10)
Therefore, the lack of professional development for educators on creating a culturally
relevant classroom is a prevalent issue that is faced in school districts currently. Besides the
inadequate training provided to educators, many teachers are not familiar with culturally
responsive pedagogies. If by chance teachers are familiar with a multicultural lens, they may not
properly and authentically implement it due to a lack of training and unawareness of the effects
of their current mindset in the classroom.
Culturally Responsive Pedagogy
Prescribing to a multicultural lens in the classroom is not exclusively rooted in the
unconscious message of the teacher but includes incorporating a curriculum in the classroom that
is culturally relevant. According to Wei (2014) this curriculum encompasses students’ diverse
funds of knowledge, linguistic repertoires, and prior experiences. Wei commented:
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Teachers, as well as the learners, have much to gain from using these ‘funds of
knowledge’ in the classroom, not only to make the classrooms more inclusive but also to
engage in real-world meaning-making and identity exploration, which are crucial yet
often neglected aspects of learning. (p. 162)
In other words, providing students with a culturally relevant curriculum goes beyond the
actual lesson that is being administered. Teachers who expand past just the notion that their roles
are not solely those as educators, but also as cultural mediators and cultural brokers, provide a
more culturally aware and authentic classroom environment. Molina (2012) indicated that
teachers who show students that they value their students’ cultures will make students, in turn,
value their own culture. Molina remarked:
When children recognize the power of their voice and understand the wealth that their
backgrounds and cultures bring to their classrooms, their communities, and the world,
they will more likely begin to see themselves as valued members of the global
community. (p. 220)
Teachers who adopt a culturally relevant pedagogy in their classroom not only create an
authentic curriculum that incorporates the diverse experiences of students; but also apply these
understandings to the physical setting of the classroom environment. According to Aladjem and
Jou (2016), an imperative pedagogical resource in a multicultural classroom is creating a
linguistic landscape that represents the languages and cultures of the students in the classroom.
The authors stated:
By becoming actively aware of language exponents in their surroundings, students were
effectively becoming active explorers, recognizing and seizing learning opportunities
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around them in authentic learning spaces, with the community, in conjunction with
technology, acting to support and scaffold their learning process. (p. 68)
Therefore, when students are shown that their culture is valued in their school through the
implemented pedagogical experiences in the classroom, ELLs will want to participate in their
education because their desire to learn will have increased.
Personal Interest
As an initially certified teacher in Childhood Inclusive Education and a future graduate of
the master's degree program in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL), my
interest in the study of culturally relevant education stems from my experience in highly diverse
schools whose environments have an English dominant mindset and lack representation of its
students. In my experience, multicultural students have an apparent disconnect between their
education and themselves, and struggle to reach their full potentials. Since this is a common
problem that occurs in many different schools, I began to no longer question the students, but
instead wonder about how the teachers can change this course of nature. Upon spending time in
several different schools in various districts, I gathered that there were not many opportunities
for teachers to be trained on how to provide a culturally relevant pedagogy in the classroom. This
seems like a particularly pressing concern which begs the question, how are teachers supposed to
authentically adopt a culturally relevant pedagogy without adequate training? This issue is of
utmost importance because of the increasing diversity of individuals, specifically students, in the
modern American society. Teachers need to be able to support the changing needs of their
students, but every teacher is not trained how to do so. Therefore, there is the cyclical problem of
high dropout rates of ELLs because they feel a lack of support from their school, specifically
their teachers. This no longer becomes a question of intelligence of ELLs due to their personal
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background or judgment based on their culture but becomes a question on the education of
educators. Schools need to take charge of their environment and reflect on how they can change
in order to support their diverse students. Therefore, if teachers are not provided with the
necessary support and training to adopt culturally relevant environments, the cycle of student
disinterest and lack of investment in their education will never cease to end.
Purpose of Statement
The purpose of this curricular project is to develop an educational seminar that can be
implemented in any district to train teachers on adopting culturally relevant pedagogical
practices and educational philosophies. It is my hope that this curriculum project will aid in
remedying the current lack of professional development on working with ELLs and thusly
provide tools, strategies, and knowledge to educators on how to adapt themselves to meet the
needs of their diverse students. In the next chapter, I will review pertinent literature that supports
my curriculum project. Topics will include shifting mindsets and changing classroom
environments.
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Review of the Literature
In the preceding chapter I introduced the problem of the disconnect English Language
Learners (ELLs) can have when there is a mismatch between their personal culture and the
classroom culture. A mismatch of representation of the student's culture in the classroom
environment can negatively influence the mindset and feelings of an ELL towards their
education. Therefore, there is an apparent need for teachers to adopt a culturally responsive
educational philosophy and pedagogical practices. While this is a prominent need for educators,
there is a lack of professional development to train educators on how to adopt this mindset and
implement culturally relevant practices. This chapter aims to explore the complexity of adopting
culturally relevant philosophies and pedagogical practices and how it is integral to provide
appropriate training to teachers in order to prepare teachers to authentically embrace these.
Thusly, this chapter will review the literature on this topic in order to investigate current research
and the gaps that exist within it.
Introduction
The following literature review compiles 23 articles that address the current problem of
the inadequate or shortage of professional development seminars to educate and train teachers on
adopting a culturally relevant mindset and teaching practices.
Teacher Educational Philosophy
The educational philosophy adopted by educators is the foundation for teaching and
directly affects the pedagogy or, rather, the method in which one teaches and thusly influences
the outcomes of one’s teaching. Therefore, it is imperative for educators not to just accept the
diversities between students, but to understand, value, and integrate the various student cultures
into their perceptions and beliefs of teaching. It is a necessity for teachers to develop cultural
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knowledge of ones’ students and to incorporate these notions into curricula and beyond (Molina
2013). According to Molina,
As teachers continue to work with an increasingly culturally and linguistically diverse
(CLD) student population, their roles have become more complex in addressing not only
the academic and institutional demands of their work, but also the interpersonal and
intrapersonal demands of meeting all needs of the learners. (p. 220)
Therefore, even if teachers are metacognitively aware of their own teaching, the
implementation of an authentic culturally congruent mindset is a complex sentiment to fruitfully
embrace and teachers may not be appropriately executing this. Teachers need to be cognizant of
their students based on their individual experiences and circumstances, rather than making
assumptions based on stereotypical beliefs of specific cultural backgrounds. Lopez (2016)
reported,
… the following were found to be positively related to students’ outcomes: (1) teacherreported behaviors consistent with cultural knowledge instruction that represent authentic
means of accessing and assessing students’ knowledge (e.g., performance assessments),
and (2) teacher-reported beliefs about accessing students’ prior knowledge by
incorporating authentic experiences via funds of knowledge approaches. (p. 33)
A teachers’ integration of students’ cultures and funds of knowledge into lesson is
fundamental in positively affecting students’ academic outcomes (Santamaria, 2009). According
to Stille (2016), it also aids teachers in building deeper connections between students, opening
dialogue opportunities about students’ diverse experiences, and helping in transforming student
and teacher mindsets about education. This further adds to the notion that adopting a culturally
relevant educational philosophy can be a complex and multifaceted process.
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Besides integrating students’ funds of knowledge in the classroom, teachers need to
understand the role that race plays in teaching. Shade, et al. 2017 indicated,
Discontinuities between students’ home cultural, linguistic, and communication practices
and those values by white, middle-class, monolingual schools often negatively impact the
ways teachers value the academic potential and performance of students of color, lowincome students, and non-native English speakers. (Shade, et al., as quoted in Taylor,
2017, p. 52)
Teachers should self-reflect on their own experiences in order to develop a deeper
understanding and emotional link towards expanding their cultural competence towards the
impact race has in the classroom (Taylor, 2017). Dolby et al., (2018) suggests that even, “...when
teachers have the best of intentions, they may resort to reduction or stereotyping of students
when their understanding and experience is limited,” (Dolby et al., as quoted in McAldin, 2018,
p. 43). Educators need to reflect on the unconscious message that they may present in the
classroom in order to develop an intercultural empathy or an emotional understanding of
students’ cultures and experiences, (Debnam, Pas, Bottiani, Cash, & Bradshaw, 2015). Cole,
Keyes, Puzio, Jimenez, Pray and David (2012) noted that, “Some teachers craft safe spaces for
students to use their native-languages in the classroom, and others enforce an English-only
learning environment in which students are constrained from speaking their native languages” (p.
140). Students mirror the mindset of their teachers, so that when teachers are empathetic and
show that they value students’ cultures, students build a more positive mindset towards education
(Taylor, 2017). Therefore, when teachers unconsciously normalize negative behaviors towards
particular ethnic groups, they may cause students to develop a detrimental attitude towards
themselves, their culture, and their education. Instead, according to Forest, Lean and Dean
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(2017), “...teachers can be agents for change through multicultural education and combating
racism through strategies aimed at fostering inclusiveness,” (p. 28).
Professional Development
A common discourse that emerged in numerous research articles was the little, if any,
professional development for teachers to allow them to grow their philosophies and pedagogies
in multiculturalism. Savage, Hindle, Meyer, Hynds, Penetito, and Sleeter (2011) agreed that,
Schools are not merely a sum of students’ classroom experiences; educationalists
generally- not just teachers- must play a role in ensuring that reform enables young
people to learn without sacrificing who they are. (p. 196)
Therefore, there is a demand for teachers to adopt culturally relevant pedagogical
practices and educational philosophies. Although this is a vital need, adopting a culturally
relevant pedagogy and philosophy is a complex process (Aragona-Young and Sawyer, 2018). It
is imperative that educators are provided with the necessary training on tools and techniques to
create a culturally inclusive classroom environment. According to Kolano, Davila, Lachance,
and Coffey (2014), “Even after more than a decade of research that has called for more focus on
teacher education of ELLs, teachers continue to remain ill prepared to teach this population of
students” (p. 44). A substantial number of educators are aware of the need of shifting to a
multicultural mindset, but still are not provided with meaningful professional development
experiences in order to expand their knowledge on teaching these students. Hadjioannou,
Hutchinson, and Hockman (2016) stated that, “Given the current state of affairs, there needs to
be a restructuring of teacher professional development so that the cycle of underpreparedness for
working with ELLs can be broken” (p. 2). Otherwise the mismatch and disconnect of ELLs with
their schooling will be interminable.
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According to Song (2016), providing professional development to educators on working
with ELLs is essential: “...PD is becoming a necessity rather than option, given the constantly
increasing body of knowledge in all academic disciplines, growing number of ELLs, and rapid
development in technology and its use for educational purposes,” (p. 769). Teachers need to be
trained on how to shift their practices to meet the needs of diverse students in their classrooms.
Song also stated that, “Quality teaching in linguistically and culturally diverse classrooms will
not occur by accident” (p. 770). Thusly meaningful professional development training is
fundamental for all educators.
Additionally, although some educators may already practice culturally responsive
methods, it does not necessarily mean that they are implementing these practices in an effective
and authentic manner. According Lee and Oxelson (2011), “the teachers with ESOL training
agreed with the idea that the maintenance and proficiency in the heritage language positively
affect linguistic minority students’ academic endeavors,” (Lee & Oxelson as quoted in Pettit,
2011, p.1), while the teachers who have not yet been trained prescribe to an English-only
mindset. Professional development aids in positively changing educators' perception on teaching
ELLS.
Professional development training needs to be effective and meaningful for all educators.
Besides the important component of having teachers self-reflect on their own beliefs and the
reasons that they are currently implementing certain pedagogical practices; educators need to
reflect on their students. According to Luhdra and Jones (2006), “...teachers need to consider
how they will connect with pupils’ families and wider communities in order to understand their
cultural and linguistic experiences at a broader level,” (p. 59). It is vital to intertwine students’
diverse cultures into classroom teaching practice. These seminars should prepare educators on
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learning social, cultural, linguistic, and economic backgrounds of all students (O’Hara &
Pritchard, 2008). According to Walton, Baca & Escamilla (2008),
All teachers need to develop an understanding of the diverse cultural patterns and
historical impact of diverse populations on the development of the U.S. This
understanding needs to be infused across courses in teacher education programs. All
teachers need to learn teaching methodologies that are specifically designed to teach
English Language Learners and dialect speakers. (Walton et al., as quoted in O’ Hara &
Pritchard, 2008, p. 44)
It is imperative that educators understand that they are advocates for every student and
integrate this ideology into their educational philosophies and pedagogical practices. Teachers
need to be advocates for all students by understanding the challenges that may face marginalized
students and thus working to provide supports to overcome these. According to Kailin and
Ladson-Billings (2017), “Districts must include ongoing equity professional development, where
confronting issues of racism and other forms of marginalization is deliberate. The equity work
must be anti-racist, examining both the oppressor and the oppressed, as opposed to only studying
non-White” (Kalin & Ladson-Billings as quoted in Warren-Grice, 2017, p. 21).
Another key component of professional development training indicated by many articles
is the need for a focus on teacher communication, collaboration, and cooperation between all
educators (Batt, 2008). According to the author, “...ESL and bilingual educators need the
collaboration and assistance of mainstream teachers and administrators to help meet the many
challenges inherent in educating ELLs” (p. 41). Training educators on the ways to open a
dialogue between themselves and all types of educators is essential in the first steps towards
narrowing the gap of mismatch and disconnect between ELLs and their school (Batt, 2008).
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Additionally, Hadjioannou, et al. (2016) highlighted the importance of collaboration between
educators stating that, “...supporting ELLs is not something they can do alone, and that there is a
need for some kind of collaborative effort between them and other ESL support personnel” (p.
24). Teachers can hold each other accountable in their teaching practice in order to ensure that
they are culturally relevant. Through collaboration, teachers can help each other to recognize
challenges and unconscious messages presented to students, and thusly address these problems
(Glover, Harris, Polson & Boardman, 2016). There needs to be a strong relationship between all
educators working with ELLs in order to support these diverse students and implement a relevant
classroom environment (Pritchard, 2012). Pritchard (2012) commented:
By engaging teachers in an integrated process of explicit instruction with mentored
support and both individual and collaborative experimentation, we helped the teachers in
this project develop their capacity to enhance their students’ language and literacy
development in the same active and meaningful ways that they are now providing to their
students. (p. 199)
In addition to training educators on the ways in which to adopt a culturally relevant
mindset in the classroom, professional development seminars need to educate teachers on the
way to constrict a physical environment in which its linguistic landscape supports the students
through strategic techniques. The role of the school environment is fundamental in the
development of a students’ mindset towards their education, which then links to academic
success. Besides providing an edifice for learning, schools are essential in cultivating a safe
environment for students to develop academically, socially, emotionally, and physically. Schools
are responsible for creating interactional spaces that support positive learning through a
culturally relevant environment and needed services that represent all students' cultures.
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According to Gumperz and Cook-Gumperz (2015) interactional space is, “...the thoughtful
consideration of and opportunities for bilingual communicative practice, in which careful
attention is given to both the students’ home language and English, so as to analyze, understand,
and practice bilingual linguistic knowledge as it develops” (Gumperz & Cook-Gumperz as
quoted in Welch, 2015, p. 81). When students can build connections to the content through their
funds of knowledge, culture, and personal experiences, students seem to be more motivated to
learn and to develop a deeper value for their cultural differences. School environments are
imperative in cultivating students’ pride in their home languages and motivations in order to
achieve academic success (Welch, 2015). According to Moll (1997)
...when students’ identities as bilinguals are not reinforced, they disengage from their
home language and experience accelerated language loss. Denying immigrant students
opportunities to use their own language is problematic because language learning is
couched in funds of knowledge, culture, and the interconnectedness of the students with
their families and communities. (As quoted in Welch, 2015, p. 82)
Thusly there is an apparent need for educators to accept student cultures and home
languages in the classroom instead of educators dismissing student diversities. Brevetti and Ford
(2017) stated that schools are a morally formative culture and thus should educate students about
multicultural issues and diverse student cultures in order to form a mutually respectful classroom
environment. Brevetti and Ford also indicated that, “...the beauty of schools as a morally
formative culture is to protect and love our global neighbors (p. 192). When teachers fail to show
their respect towards students’ various cultures, students may feel unvalued and disrespected.
Therefore, effective professional development that touches upon a conglomeration of
components of working with ELLs is essential for educators in order for them to develop
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successful and authentic culturally responsive pedagogical practices and educational
philosophies.
Synthesis of Findings
The articles presented in the literature reviewed in this chapter showed various elements
of commonalities between each piece. Many of the studies implemented similar tools of
measurement for their investigations. A total of 11 research studies elected observation as their
tool of measurement to gather the intended data. Hence these studies were able to observe at first
hand the potential findings to their research questions or hypotheses. Five of the research studies
chose to use interviews, two implemented questionnaires, and two employed surveys. Although
there was some contrast in the choice of tools of measurement there were still several
commonalities present. Additionally, two of the studies indicated that the researchers had
conducted their inquiries for more than one year, while 21 of the studies were completed over
one year. This may present an unintended limitation to collecting comprehensible data due to the
short lengths of these studies.
In addition, many of the research studies demonstrated similarities in their choices of
participants. Most of the articles in this literature review used educators as their population of
study. A total of 16 studies used teachers as their participants. While the number of participants
within the study vary, there was one prevalent theme presented throughout which was the
demographics of the educators. There was a clear lack of diversity in the makeup of teachers
used in these studies, meaning that majority of the educators were white, making this a
prominent limitation throughout the studies, (Debnam, Pas, Bottiani, Cash, & Bradshaw, 2015).
Furthermore, many of the teachers were not certified in Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Languages (TESOL) or had not received significant training in working with English Language
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Learners (ELLs), (Molina, 2013). Thusly, this lack of experience working with diverse students
may have presented a bias of certain findings due to the nature of the intended questions. While
most of the studies focused on using educators as participants, 5 of the studies used students as
their population to study. Many of these studies used elementary or middle schoolers for their
study, (Hadjioannou, Hutchinson, & Hockman, 2016).
Additionally, the articles discussed in this literature review exhibited similarities in their
results or findings. Firstly, 8 of the articles’ results indicated that educators need more
professional development on working with ELLs in order to improve their culturally relevant
pedagogical practices in their classrooms (Batt, 2008). In addition to this, teachers showed more
confidence and authenticity in culturally responsive curricula and strategies when provided with
professional training (Pritchard, 2012). Findings also suggested that teachers reported a higher
level of culturally relevant strategies used in the classroom than what was being implemented
(Debnam, et al., 2015). Therefore, this indicates that professional development on working with
ELLs is essential and needed in the educational field.
The range of studies covered in the research presented a plethora of suggestions on the
factors that impact students’ motivation and attitudes towards their own culture and education,
the overall results held similar themes within the findings. All the articles suggested the need for
educators to learn about their students’ cultures and intertwine these values into the classroom in
order to support their diverse students. When educators show that they value the diversities of
their students, then students desire to learn will increase. Thusly, the articles proposed that,
through building a relevant cultural landscape in the classroom, understanding the experiences
and cultures of their students, and integrating authentic and appropriate strategies are strong
influences on shaping ELLs mindset towards education.
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Discussion
Each of the 23 articles presented in this literature review support my research inquiry and
acknowledge the significance and importance of the research question pertaining to the field of
education. All of the discussed articles divulged their conviction and ideas on the mechanisms
that influence ELLs’ paths to success. Their perspectives also provided insights on the
complexity of adopting a culturally relevant mindset, integrating culturally responsive practices,
and creating a linguistic landscape that represents the diversities of the students. Through their
copious amount of research and findings, the articles recognized two differing perspectives on
elements needed for a successful multicultural ecology. These subcategories include: a teacher’s
educational philosophy and professional development.
Researchers Welch (2015) and Brevetti and Ford (2017) suggested the need for educators
to create supportive and authentic teaching environments for their ELLs because schools are a
morally formative culture and should educate and intertwine multicultural issues and cultures
into the classroom environment. Achieving a culturally responsive classroom environment can
be a complex but vital process. Welch advocates for educators to recognize and promote
students’ diversities in the classroom in order to allow students to build deeper connections to the
curricula and are thus motivate them to learn (Welch). Researchers suggest that this can be
accomplished by integrating students’ diverse cultures into instruction and the linguistic
landscape of the classroom (Welch). This means that it is a necessity for teachers to draw on
students’ funds of knowledge in order to build a multicultural classroom ecology that recognizes
students’ past and current experiences and their own personal culture (Brevetti & Ford).
Therefore, by presenting an environment that values students’ cultures, students’ desire to learn
will increase (Welch). When educators understand that the school environment is a mechanism
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of influence on the mindset of ELLs towards their education, they will be able to adopt a
culturally relevant environment that nurtures the diversities of its students through an authentic
multicultural ecology.
Researchers Cole, et al. (2012) acknowledged the impact a teacher’s educational
philosophy has on the mindset of their students. Educators need to be metacognitively aware of
their own philosophies and the ways in which these ideologies are presented in their teaching
(Molina, 2013). Therefore, teachers should be cognizant of stereotypical beliefs about certain
ethnic domains, and value their students based on their individual experiences and circumstances
(Molina). Teachers can achieve a culturally congruent mindset by not only looking past the
stereotyped notions about specific cultures, but by also learning more about students’ cultures to
gather authentic knowledge (Lopez, 2016). When educators normalize negative beliefs towards a
certain ethnic group, it may cause children to devalue their own culture and themselves (Forrest,
et al., 2017). Besides deepening one’s knowledge on the culture of their students, teachers should
self-reflect on their own cultural experiences (Taylor, 2017). This will aid teachers in developing
a deeper understanding of their students and create an emotional link towards expanding their
culturally responsive mindset. Researchers McAlinden (2018) and Warren-Grice (2017)
suggested that when teachers are empathetic towards their students showing that they value their
cultures and hold every student to high expectations, they become more effective teachers and
students develop a more positive mindset towards their own education. In addition to selfreflecting on one’s own experiences, educators should reflect on their teaching in order to ensure
that they are properly adopting a culturally relevant mindset and pedagogical practices. Debnam,
et al. (2015) suggested that often teachers may believe that there are crafting a culturally relevant
classroom when this may not be the actual reality, so self-reflection is vital. Furthermore,
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collaboration and cooperation between educators' aids teachers in keeping each other
accountable in their philosophies and pedagogical practices (Glover, et al., 2016).
Furthermore, researchers Ludhra and Jones (2008) indicated the importance of weaving
students’ diverse cultures in classroom practices in order to support the multicultural differences
presented in one’s classroom. Teachers need to take into consideration their students’ past and
present experiences and backgrounds and intertwine these into curricula and pedagogical
practices (Santamaria, 2009). Thusly, teachers need to develop foundational knowledge on the
cultures of their students in order to ensure that the pedagogical practices are authentic and
appropriate (Aragona-Young & Sawyer, 2018). When students can see their cultures valued in
the classroom and curricula draws on students’ funds of knowledge, students are able to build
deeper connections towards the content because their mindset and desire to learn has positively
increased (Stille, 2016).
Researchers Kolano, et al. (2014) and Savage, et al. (2011), advocated the need for
professional development for educators on working with diverse students. Educators often felt
more confidence in their educational philosophies and pedagogical practices when provided with
the proper training, (Kolano, et al, 2014). Besides increasing the confidence and attitudes of
educators on working with ELLs, the implementation of culturally relevant strategies and
curricula improved and was more effective and authentic (Song, 2016). Although there seemed
to be a plethora of positive factors from providing professional development to educators, there
is still a lack of training for teachers (Pettit, 2011). Additionally, O’Hara and Pritchard (2008)
suggested that educators should be provided with multiple professional development seminars to
allow teachers to continuously work on perfecting their culturally relevant philosophies and
classroom practices. By giving teachers the opportunities for mentored support, collaborative
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experimentation, and authentic instructional training provides an overabundance of benefits to
educators, (Prichard, 2012). More specifically, teachers should be provided with training on
collaboration between mainstream and specialty teachers in order to integrate culturally relevant
content across all areas, (Batt, 2008). Accordingly, providing professional development seminars
to educators on teaching with ELLs will allow teachers to improve their mindset and practices to
provide the necessary support to their diverse students, (Hadjioannou, et al, 2016).
Further research can be administered in order to gather information on the complexities
of adopting a culturally relevant educational philosophy and pedagogical practices. Each ELL
hails from a unique cultural background that should be integrated into the classroom in order to
shape his or her mindset, motivation, and value towards his or her education. Therefore, more
universal studies that encompass more diverse backgrounds of students would benefit the
educational field. Furthermore, there can be additional research investigating the impact of
professional development training educators on how to adopt culturally relevant pedagogical
practices and educational philosophies. Thusly, my curriculum project will attempt to create a
professional development seminar in order to educate teachers on the many facets needed in
adhering to a culturally responsive pedagogy. My curriculum project will include a series of
three sessions that incorporates: shifting mindsets, changing the classroom environment, and
employing collaboration and interaction. This study will center on the teachers in the Dunkirk
City School district. This curriculum project may provide more knowledge to educators about
how to implement culturally relevant practice in the classroom. Furthermore, my professional
development sessions may be an asset to educators to learn about the elements involved in
cultivating a culturally responsive mindset. In conclusion, this curriculum project will provide
new insights on developing cultural competence and incorporate students' diversities into the
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proposed professional development training sessions on adopting a culturally relevant
pedagogical practices and educational philosophies.
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Methodology

Introduction
My proposed curriculum project is based on the need for educators to adopt a culturally
relevant pedagogy due to the prominent growth of immigration to the United States of America.
Ergo, there is a need to shift the education field towards a multicultural lens in order to meet the
diverse cultural needs of students (Wei, 2014). For decades, the educational system in America
was based on the English-Only movement, which is a monolinguistic, English-is-superior lens,
that neglected to recognize the various languages and cultures of students. Utt (2011) stated:
As a result, the English-Only movement, as has often been the case in our history, is
inextricably tied to racism against those who do not speak English (or don’t speak it in
the white vernacular that is prized by our dominant culture). (para. 6)
This led to an immense disconnect between students and their education because their cultures
and past experiences were not acknowledged and valued in the classroom.
Prescribing to a culturally relevant pedagogy acknowledges the diversities of students
and bridges the disconnect that students feel between the current education system and
themselves (Stille, Bethke, Bradley-Brown, Goberson, & Hall, 2016). America needs to start
embracing multilingualism as the norm. Utt (2011) commented:
Multiple studies have found that multilingualism is undeniably cognitively beneficial for
a society, ensuring that those who speak more than one language have more efficient
executive functioning systems, have higher literacy functioning, and have stronger
attention and representational abilities. In layman’s terms, the brains of people who speak
more than one language work real good. (para. 11)
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In order to adopt a culturally relevant mindset that embraces multilingualism, educators
need to be trained on how to do so. However, there is a prominent lack of meaningful
professional development for educators that trains them in the methods with which to adopt
culturally relevant pedagogies and educational philosophies. According to Song (2016) “...PD is
becoming a necessity rather than option, given the constantly increasing body of knowledge in
all academic disciplines, growing number of ELLs, and rapid development in technology and its
use for educational purposes” (p. 769). Thusly there is an apparent need for educators to be
provided with professional development that trains them how to adopt a culturally relevant
pedagogical environment and educational philosophy.
This curriculum project will focus on training educators on the complex facets of a
culturally relevant pedagogy and the ways to authentically and effectively implement this in a
classroom. More specifically, this will center on shifting mindsets, changing the classroom
environment, and employing collaboration and interaction. The following chapter will provide
insight on the methods I intend to utilize in this curriculum project.
Conceptual Frameworks
English Language Learners (ELLs)
For all intended purposes of this thesis project, the term English Language Learners
(ELLs), English as a New Language (ENL) students, English Speakers of Other Languages
(ESOL), and Emergent Bilinguals (EBs) are defined as individuals whose home language is
other than English and are currently progressing towards the acquisition of the English language.
This subgroup of students has steadily risen over the past several years in the United States of
America, (Wei, 2014). As of 2016, the number of ELLs rose to about 12 million individuals, an
increase of about 1.2 million ELLs over the past ten years (Mitchell, 2018, para. 2). Additionally,
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as of the 2014-2015 school year, there was a total of 4.8 million EBs in public schools in the
United States, which equates to around 10% of the kindergarten through twelfth grade population
(“Census Bureau Reports,” 2017). Furthermore, of children between the ages five and 17, it was
found that 22% of ELLs do not speak the English language at home (Mitchell, 2018, para. 2).
According to “Teach Away” (2017) “One out of every five students now speak a language other
than English at home” (“Teach Away” as quoted in Deady, 2017, para.). While the number of
ELLs is steadily on the rise, public education has not shifted to meet the needs of its diverse
students. There is a significant culture gap that needs to be narrowed and this can be
accomplished by an increase in cultural competence and culturally responsive education for
teachers.
Cultural Competence
In this thesis, cultural competence is defined as one’s awareness of their own personal
identity, and an understanding of the variation of cultures practiced. According to Deady (2017),
it is also, “...the ability to learn and build on the varying cultural and community norms of
students and their families” (para. 3). It is being able to comprehend the diversities and
commonalities between each student and valuing what makes each student unique in his or her
own right. Cultural competence acknowledges that diversity is a strength, not a weakness in the
classroom and enables educators to be effective in the classroom by recognizing and valuing
students' cultures (National Education Association, n.d.). Therefore, this is a vital element that
educators need in order to create a culturally responsive classroom.
Culturally Responsive Education
Throughout this curriculum project, culturally responsive teaching and culturally relevant
teaching are defined as a pedagogy that embraces cultural competence, acknowledging the
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diversities of students, and integrating students’ cultures into the classroom environment.
According to Ladson-Billings (1994) culturally responsive teaching is, “a pedagogy that
empowers students intellectually, socially, emotionally, and politically by using cultural referents
to impart knowledge, skills, and attitudes” (Quoted in, Deady, 2017, para. 5). Culturally relevant
teaching is imperative in schools due to the prominent disconnect between ELLs and their
schooling. When students are unable to build a connection between their culture and past and
current experiences with their education, they start to devalue their cultures, thusly devaluing
themselves. Furthermore, there is a significant mismatch of culture and ethnic identities between
educators and their students. According to Kolano, Davilla, Lachance, and Coffey (2014),
“...white teachers make up 84%, while African American teachers make up 8%, with Hispanic,
Asian/Pacific Islander, and American Indian Alaskan Native constituting less than 8% in total”
(p. 43). Although there is an ever-present mismatch, culturally relevant teaching can begin to
remedy this problem. One of the most effective ways for educators to adhere to culturally
relevant teaching is through meaningful and authentic professional development. Therefore,
professional development on culturally responsive teaching is fundamental for educators to begin
to meet the needs of their diverse students.
Audience
This curriculum project of three professional development sessions was intended for
kindergarten through fifth grade teachers in Dunkirk, New York. The Dunkirk City School
district resides in the city of Dunkirk in the county of Chautauqua. As of the 2014-2015 school
year, within this county there were a total of 132,646 residents, and 12,216 of those individuals
made up the city of Dunkirk. Of the residents in Dunkirk, 66.6% were White, 28.2% were
Hispanic, 4.5% were Black, 1.1% were Multiracial, 0.6% were American Indian, and 0.02%
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were Asian. Of the Dunkirk population, the total enrollment in grades kindergarten to twelfth
was 1,992 students. 52% were male while 48% were female. The student race and ethnicity
within this district was diverse. 51% were Hispanic or Latino, 38% were White, 7% were
Caucasian, 4% were multiracial, and 1% were American Indian or Alaska Native. The Dunkirk
City School district has a total of six schools, four elementary, one middle school and one high
school (City-data, p. 1).
The Dunkirk City School Number Five had 170 students enrolled from grades
kindergarten through fifth as of the 2015-2016 school year. Of the 170 students, 55% were male
and the remaining 45% were female. The ethnicity of the students was as follows: 58% were
Hispanic or Latino, 29% were White, 7% were Multiracial, 4% were Black or African American,
and 1% were American Indian or Alaska Native. Additionally, within elementary school, 20% of
the students were ELLs, 8% were students with disabilities and 78% were economically
disadvantaged. Of the 132 students who were economically disadvantaged, 71% were eligible for
free lunch and 1% was eligible for reduced-price lunch. Furthermore, there were a total of 19
teachers (New York State Department of Education, p. 1).
Procedure
During the course of creating and developing this curriculum, the author followed the
subsequent steps:
Step One: Author’s Background
The author of this curriculum project was born and raised in Buffalo, New York. She
comes from a family of educators, and thusly throughout her life she has been surrounded with
stories from the educational field. The specific stories that would draw her attention were ones
about students who come from less than ideal home situations, and the ways that the educators in
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her family aided these students. The trials these students faced made her realize that school was
sometimes the only safe haven for these students. Besides parents, students spend most of their
time with teachers. Therefore, she wanted to become a teacher in order to help students realize
that their home situations do not need to dictate their futures. The author wanted to show
students that they are valued and to bring light into the world. She pursued her undergraduate
degree from State University of New York (SUNY) at Fredonia in Childhood Inclusive
Education with a concentration in Spanish and graduated in May 2013 and she is currently
attending SUNY Fredonia obtaining a master’s degree in Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Languages (TESOL).
Throughout her time at SUNY Fredonia she has been provided with an overabundance of
classroom experiences culminating in a total of 10 diverse practica, of which the majority were
in the Dunkirk City School District. Additionally, the author was a substitute in the Dunkirk City
School District, which has allowed her to become not only familiar with the schools, but also
with the teachers and students. Last year, she short-term substituted for an ELL teacher and this
fall she was a long-term substitute for a reading specialist, both of which were in two Dunkirk
City elementary schools. Her experiences in teaching and growing up surrounded by educators
have only increased her passion for education. She believes that students deserve to have
teachers who love teaching, and she wants to provide students with just that. By gaining insights
on the negatives and positives of the education field, she hopes to elevate herself to become a
successful teacher.
Step Two: Choosing a Topic
Initially the author had intended to complete a mixed methods research project that
investigated the ways that the implementation of culturally relevant pedagogical practices and
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educational philosophies affected the motivation and attitude of students in an arts classroom.
The author shifted her research project to a curriculum project because she realized that
educators need to know and understand the methods with which to implement a culturally
relevant practice. Throughout her experiences this author has observed the need of educators to
implement a culturally relevant pedagogy in order to represent and support the diverse students
within the school. She also explains that although this need was prevalent in schools, teachers
were not provided with training on how to do so. Therefore, the seedling of her project remained
the same, but the execution shifted.
Step Three: Determining the Audience
Due to her wide range of experiences in the Dunkirk City School District, which includes
field practica and substitute teaching, she has gained a wealth of information about the schools
and the professional development opportunities provided to the teachers. She observed the need
for the classroom culture to integrate the culture of its diverse students. The author surmised that
there was a vital need to provide educators with professional development training in the ways to
effectively and authentically adopt culturally relevant pedagogical practices and educational
philosophies. She narrowed down the scope to one specific elementary school, Dunkirk School
Number Five because this is where her long-term reading specialist position occurred. In this
school, the majority of the ELLs’ population consisted of Spanish speakers. In this school 58%
of the students were of Hispanic or Latino descent and most of the educators are Caucasian.
Therefore, with the experiences that the author has had in this school district, and her past 6
years completing her degrees in education, she determined to focus her curriculum project on
creating professional development sessions that train educators on the ways in which to
implement a culturally relevant pedagogy and educational philosophy in their classrooms.
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Step Four: Reviewing Previously Collected Materials
Since the author was completing her master's degree in TESOL, she has been provided
with a conglomeration of materials and resources on culturally relevant practices. Therefore, it
was necessary for the author to reflect on what she has learned in her various courses and review
her abundance of textbooks and collected materials. These materials gave her an insight on the
necessary elements and principles that should be included in professional development training.
Step Six: Conduct Literature
The author, wanting to gain more evidence in order to support her elements included in
her professional development sessions, commenced her research at the SUNY Fredonia’s library
online database. Through the databases provided by the SUNY Fredonia, she carried out her
investigation through the two databases, ERIC and ProQuest education. To begin her research,
she started with Boolean phrases that consisted of “ELL or esl or English language learner or
English as a second language,” and “multicultural ecology or culturally relevant practice or
cultural representation.” In order to enhance her research in order to obtain the most relevant
studies, the author used an advanced search. Therefore, she defined her research by peerreviewed studies published within the past ten years and that the chosen articles were only
empirical studies to ensure she gathered the most pertinent information.
The author’s first searches procured more than 100 results. Although her results were not
in the thousands, she found that she needed to narrow her research to obtain the most relevant
articles. Since the first page of results held relevant articles that were the most applicable to her
investigation, she chose one of those articles by reading the title and descriptions provided by the
online database. If she deemed this article related to her topic, she then added it to compiled list,
then clicked on the link in order to find related articles given by the online database. This
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technique complied thousands of “hits,” but once she indicated her restrictions for her research,
she was able to gather various articles that related to her question.
This research process had indicated that, although there are numerous mechanisms that
affect the adoption of an effective multicultural pedagogy, there are two themes or subcategories
that researchers have suggested are critical to the development of a teacher’s educational
philosophy. The author then synthesized the materials that she collected and researched in order
to determine the most pertinent elements that are necessary to include in professional
development sessions.
Scope and Sequence
The scope and sequence of the curriculum project depicted below is founded on the
common problem areas that arise in educational settings that consist of diverse learners.
Prerequisites: Prior to attending the three professional development trainings, teachers
will be required to complete a self-reflection evaluation, which has teachers reflect on their
current practices and educational philosophies. The evaluation form will consist of both selected
and constructed responses. Additionally, teachers will be paired together during this process.
Partners will also need to reflect on each other's practices on a separate evaluation form
consisting of selected and constructed responses, (see attached evaluation forms, Appendices A
and B).
Session One – Shifting Mindsets: The first professional development session focuses on
the current educational philosophies and pedagogical practices in order to see the ways that the
teacher’s current practices are affecting their students. Self-reflection is a crucial and necessary
element in teaching. This can be a struggle for teachers and teachers may not realize how they
unconsciously provide negative messages about certain cultures in their work.
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Part One – Conversation: The session will begin by self-reflection discussions. Teachers
will first discuss their findings in small groups, which will eventually lead to whole group
discussion. This will divulge what teachers foresee as common problems in their process of
adopting a culturally relevant mindset. This discussion will encompass reflection on teachers’
own personal experiences in their educational careers and the support or lack of support they
received of their personal culture. Additionally, teachers will need to reflect on whether one
culture was dominantly supported while another was ostracized or vice versa. Furthermore,
teachers will need to reflect on the ways that their mindsets and feelings were affected in their
schooling due to their personal cultural experiences. Teachers will first discuss in small groups
and record their responses. Then, teachers will share their responses whole group.
Part Two – Conversation: The second part of the conversation will discuss the selfreflection evaluations teachers complete prior to this session. Partner reflections discussion will
take place outside of the seminar in order to ensure the privacy and confidentiality of the results.
This conversation will encompass how the educators currently think they are supporting students
in their classroom. It will also involve the discussion on the cultures of students in their
classrooms and if teachers are aware of their student’s cultures. Additionally, teachers will
discuss the ways in which culture goes beyond the heritage or ethnic culture of their students, but
also the current experiences of their students.
Part Three – Unconscious/Implicit Mindset: Often educators state that they have adopted
cultural pedagogies and educational philosophies in their classroom without actually “living up”
to their words and authentically and effectively implementing this in their school environments.
Thusly an unconscious or implicit mindset consists of microaggressions. According to UCLA
Diversity and Faculty Development (2014),
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Microaggressions are the everyday verbal, nonverbal, and environmental slights, snubs,
or insults, whether intentional or unintentional, that communicate hostile, derogatory, or
negative messages to target persons based solely upon their marginalized group
membership. (UCLA Diversity & Faculty Development as quoted in “Tool: Recognizing
Microaggressions and the Messages They Send,” 2014, para. 1)
Therefore, these students receive these “hidden messages” about themselves and their
cultures by reading in between the lines of teacher’s statements, and directly from the statements
made by teachers. According to Furedi (2015):
What’s significant about the concept of microaggression is that it targets not just words,
but the imputed meaning behind words. The question ‘where are you from?’ is
denounced not because the words are offensive in themselves, but because the words’
implication is offensive. (para. 12)
These implied messages show students that their home languages and cultures are not
valued in this classroom. Simple changes in delivery can aid in resolving the problem of hidden
messages. The session proctor will present a presentation on the unconscious mindset. The
presentation will include four techniques teachers can use in their classroom to ensure that they
are not implementing an implicit mindset in their classrooms. The four strategies include:
stereotype replacement (Re-Association), counter-stereotyping image replacement (Refuting),
perspective taking, and increasing opportunity for positive contact, (Hammond, 2015). Each
strategy will incorporate examples and role-play for teachers to interact with one another to see
through the eyes of their ELLs and/or diverse students.
Part Four – Importance of a Teacher’s Mindset: In education a teacher’s mindset greatly
affects the dynamics of classroom culture. The session proctor will show a presentation on the
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ways that teachers need to shift their thinking with the changes in their student population. This
presentation will include a discussion on an English-is-superior mindset versus a multilingualism
mindset.
Session Two – Changing the Classroom Environment: This session will educate
teachers on practices, strategies and techniques that teachers can use in the classroom to not only
support their multicultural learners, but all learners in their classroom.
Part One – Funds of Knowledge: The session proctor will introduce the term, “funds of
knowledge,” and have teachers provide their input on this term prior to providing the definition.
The proctors will explain that this means that we need to reflect on students as a source of
knowledge and that they already bring a fountain of knowledge into the classroom. (“Funds of
Knowledge,” 2009). Teachers need to draw on the knowledge that students already bring to class
and connect it to the current lesson they are presenting in their classroom in order to aid students
in making connections and understanding the content in a deeper manner. Furthermore, the
proctor will stress the ease and importance of weaving culture into their current practices. This is
because culture is not limited to solely the ethnic or heritage culture of the students, but
experiences from students’ daily lives.
Part Two – Practices: The second part of this session will introduce strategies and
techniques that educators can implement in the classroom. These will be pulled from the 99
Ideas and Activities for Teaching English Learners with The SIOP Model by Mary Ellen Vogt
and Jana Echevarria. This is a common text used in TESOL training programs for future
teachers. In Vogt and Echevarria’s book focuses on the Sheltered Instruction Observation
Protocol (SIOP), which centers on the 7 elements: Preparation, Building Background,
Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Practice and Application, Lesson Delivery, and
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Review and Assessment, (Vogt & Echevarria, 2008). Within this book, each one of these
sections has a compilation of strategies that teachers can use in the classroom in order to ensure
that they are supporting the needs of all their learners and creating culturally relevant classroom
environment. Therefore, the proctor will introduce several strategies from each of the SIOP
components to the teachers. Each strategy will be provided with an example of how to use it.
Part Three – Linguistic Landscape of the Classroom: Teachers try to provide a
comfortable and inspiring physical environment for students in order to encourage and engage
students in their learning. Often teachers neglect to reflect on whether their classroom landscapes
match the cultures and languages of their students. During this section of the session, the proctor
will focus on modifying the linguistic landscape of classrooms in order to ensure that it supports
all learners. This entails the translation of signage and incorporating culturally relevant images
and posters. Photographs of classrooms that are not currently culturally relevant will be
showcased to teachers, and then the attendees will discuss in small groups the ways in which to
modify the environment. This will be followed with a whole group discussion to provide
possible new insights to the attendees.
Part Four – Interaction between Teachers: In addition to being an essential component in
the SIOP model, interaction is an imperative element in between teachers. This is not exclusive
to general education teachers but is vital for general education teachers and specialty teachers.
Many specialty teachers, such as ENL educators can provide advice on the ways to support
multicultural learners and give specific advice on these learners within the teacher's classroom.
This type of interaction between educators is essential in order for students to be successful.
Part Five - Preparation for the Fifth Seminar: Teachers will be informed that they will
have two months to begin their changes. During the two months, teachers will once again self-
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reflect on the culturally relevant pedagogical practices and educational philosophies. This will be
done individually as well as through a reflection with their partners. After the course of two
months, there will be a culminating seminar on their changes.
Session Three – Culminating Seminar: The last session brings teachers back together
to discuss the changes they implemented in their classrooms. Teachers will share their
experiences with what they did, what was easy for them, and what was difficult. Partners will
have discussed their observations of one another prior to the seminar to ensure privacy and
confidentiality. In the closing of this seminar, there will be a discussion on the ways in which to
continue to culturally relevant teach and what still needs to be changed within schools.
Validity
One of the limitations faced by these sessions is the number of attending teachers. Due to
the fact that teachers need to be paired with a partner for these professional development
trainings, if there was an uneven number of teachers participating this could result in a problem.
Therefore, teachers may be grouped in triads if needed, but with more teachers assigned to
reflect on more than one other, the teacher reflecting may unconsciously compare the two
teachers, which may affect the results. Additionally, teachers may be grouped with another
teacher with whom they have developed a close professional relationship. In order to resolve this
possible problem, the teachers will be informed that what their results are on the reflections will
in no way penalize them and the results will only be shared between the two partners.
Conclusion
The author of this curriculum project believes that her professional development training
session matches her indicated problem discussed in Chapter 1. The fundamental problem on
which this curriculum project is based focuses on the need for educators to adopt culturally
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relevant pedagogical practices and educational philosophies and the lack of professional training
provided to these teachers in order to be successful in doing so. The elements of the created
sessions were pulled from the author’s experience in the educational field and her educational
studies at the State University of New York at Fredonia. Therefore, the three sessions include
topics on shifting mindsets, changing the classroom environment, and a culminating reflection on
teaching. The next chapter will present my curricular work results of the professional
development training sessions.
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Results

The preceding chapters divulged the need for teachers to adopt culturally relevant
pedagogies and educational philosophies. As indicated in Chapter 1, there has been a significant
increase of diverse multicultural learners in classrooms throughout the United States (Wei,
2014). This calls for shift in teachers’ English-is-superior mindset and monolingual lens
perspective to a multilingualism mindset. Otherwise, the mismatch between students' personal
culture and the classroom culture will continue to negatively affect the mindset of students.
Although there is a vital need for culturally congruent classrooms, teachers are not provided with
sufficient training on how to do so (Quintero & Hansen, 2017). Thusly, Chapter 1 indicated that
this lack of professional development for educators on creating culturally relevant classrooms is
a predominate issue that school districts are currently facing. According to Quintero and Hansen:
Though the convergence of these trends makes the need for teacher training more urgent,
this is not something that should surprise us. At the turn of the 21st century, a national
survey reported 41 percent of public school teachers in a variety of locales taught
students with limited English proficiency. Fewer than a third of those teachers had even a
modest level of training to support ELs. More recent surveys put the share of teachers
with at least one EL over 55 percent, but we do not see any evidence that teacher training
is improving. (para. 10)
Training on implementing a culturally responsive classroom is essential as indicated in
Chapter 2. This chapter disclosed the complexities an educator faces when adopting a culturally
relevant pedagogy and educational philosophy. These complex facets include a culturally
relevant mindset, integration of culturally responsive practices, and the creation of a linguistic
landscape that represents the diversities of the students. Thusly, the curriculum project centered
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on a three-session professional development training that educates teachers on how to adopt a
culturally relevant classroom environment. Chapter 3 highlighted the procedures the author took
in order to design these seminars.
The following chapter will provide greater details about the proposed professional
development sessions. The consecutive section contains the outline and detailed schedule for the
three professional development training sessions within this proposed curriculum. Following
each seminar outline are the detailed notes that correspond with each session. Additionally, the
detailed notes are followed by the corresponding supplementary materials such as evaluation
forms, proctor scripts, and links to the PowerPoint presentations.
Educator Professional Development Adopting Culturally Relevant Pedagogies and Educational
Philosophies
Instructor Information
Instructor (Name withheld)
Office: N/A
Office Hours: Virtually by appointment
Office Telephone: (Phone number withheld)
Email: (Email address withheld)
Location: Dunkirk School #5
Time: 5:00-7:00
Educators will be able to learn ways to authentically and effectively adopt culturally
relevant pedagogical practices and educational philosophies. The three sessions consist of the
following topics: shifting mindsets, changing the classroom environment, and employing
collaboration and interaction. Educators will acquire this knowledge through interactive roleplay,
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collaborative interaction, and presentations. The instructor will use the educators input in order
to lead instruction. The professional development training sessions were designed to not only
provide educators on ways to begin to integrate culturally relevant practices into the classroom,
but on ways to shift their current practices to support the needs of the diverse students within
their classes. Upon successful completion of the three professional development seminars, the
participants will receive a certificate that acknowledges their accomplishment of this training.
Prerequisite
Prior to attending the professional development training sessions, teachers will be
required to complete a self-reflection evaluation, (see attached evaluation forms, Appendices A
and B). This selected and constructed response evaluation form will consist of a reflection on
their current pedagogical practices and educational philosophies. Additionally, teachers will be
paired together prior to the professional development sessions. Partners will need to reflect on
each other’s practices on a separate selected and constructed response evaluation form.
Furthermore, partners are to discuss their evaluations prior to the sessions in order to ensure the
privacy and confidentiality of their results.
Intended Learning Outcomes
1. Learners will be able to adopt and implement culturally relevant pedagogical practices in
their classroom.
2. Learners will be able to adopt and implement a culturally congruent mindset and
educational philosophy in their classroom.
Topic Outline/ Schedule
Session One: Shifting Mindsets
•

Part One - Reflection on Past Experiences
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•

Part Two - Reflection on Current Experiences

•

Part Three - Unconscious/ Implicit Mindset.

•

Part Four - Importance of a Teacher’s Mindset
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Session Two: Changing the Classroom Environment
•

Part One - Funds of Knowledge:

•

Part Two - Practices

•

Part Three- Linguistic Landscape of the Classroom

•

Part Four - Interactions between Teachers

•

Part Five- Preparation for the Third Seminar

Session Three: Culminating Seminar
•

Final Thoughts Discussion

Course Policies
Attendance:
Although there will be no penalization, it is of the learners’ best interests to attend every
seminar. Attendance is the primary factor in ensuring that teachers effectively learn all aspects of
integrating culturally relevant practices and educational philosophies.
Participation
Participation is mandatory upon agreement to attend these seminars. Teachers will be
required to complete reflections in order to attend the three seminars. It is understood that each
participant has his/her own responsibilities outside of class, but completion of these reflections is
a vital component within the training sessions.
Detailed Outline of Seminars
Session One: Shifting Mindsets
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Part One - Reflection on Past Experiences: During this section, educators will
reflect on their own personal cultural experiences in their educational careers, and
the ways that this may have affected their mindset on education.
o First, the attendees will discuss their personal cultural experiences during
their schooling. This will begin with authentic examples provided from the
proctor, which will lead to a small group discussion and end with whole
group discussion.
▪

During the discussion attendees are to consider the following
prompts:
•

Was their culture supported?

•

Was one culture dominantly supported while another was
ostracized?

•

How was your mindset and feelings about school affected
due to their cultural experiences?

o Attendees will be asked to record their small group responses to share to
the whole group.
•

Part Two - Reflection on Current Experiences: This section will consist of
discussing the self-evaluations teachers were required to complete prior to this
session, (see attached evaluation forms, Appendices A and B).
o First, attendees will reflect on their current practices and classroom
environments. This will begin with a small group discussion and end with
whole group discussion.
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During the discussion, attendees are to consider the following
prompts:

•

•

Their current pedagogical practice

•

What culture means

•

The culture of their students

Part Three - Unconscious/ Implicit Mindset: Teachers will learn about
unconscious or implicit mindsets, microaggressions, and hidden messages.
Attendees will be provided with four techniques to use in the classroom to remedy
these mindsets.
o Firstly, the proctor will introduce the next topic, the unconscious and
implicit mindset by informing attendees that often educators who claim
that they have adopted culturally relevant pedagogies and educational
philosophies do not authentically and effectively implement this in their
school environments.
o Secondly, the proctor will inform the attendees that unconscious or
implicit mindsets are the hidden messages students receive about
themselves and their cultures by reading between the lines of teachers’
statements.
o Thirdly, the proctor will provide various examples of unconscious or
implicit mindsets in an educational setting.
o Fourthly, the proctor will lead into microaggression theory, informing
attendees that microaggressions are unintentional or unconscious negative
messages from a teacher that target a specific marginalized group.
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o Fifthly, the attendees will be provided with four strategies to negate this
type of mindset. This includes stereotype replacement (Re-Association),
counter-stereotyping image replacement (Refuting), perspective taking,
and increasing opportunity for positive contact, (Hammond, 2015). Each
strategy will be provided with examples and role-plays situations allowing
teachers to practices the strategies.
•

Part Four - Importance of a Teacher’s Mindset: Educators will learn ways that
certain mindsets affect the dynamics of the classroom.
o

The proctor will introduce two other types of mindsets that affect the
dynamics of a classroom. This includes the English-is-superior mindset
versus a multilingualism mindset.

Session Two: Changing the Classroom Environment
•

Part One - Funds of Knowledge: Teachers will learn the ways that diverse
students should be seen as an asset in the classroom due to their varying
experiences, and ways to draw on the knowledge students already have within a
lesson.
o First, attendees will discuss the term, funds of knowledge
o Following the discussion the instructor will provide an explanation of the
term funds of knowledge.

•

Part Two - Practices: Teachers will learn a plethora of culturally relevant
strategies, techniques, and activities to use in their classroom.
o Firstly, the instructor will give information on the Sheltered Instruction
Operational Protocol (SIOP).
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o Secondly, in groups, attendees will be assigned one of the SIOP strategies.
They will read information provided, then share whole group strategies.
Each of the 8 components of the SIOP model will have between three to
five strategies. The strategies include: Alternate Materials, Task Analysis
or Backwards Planning, Realia, Photos, and Illustrations, Go to Your
Corner, Personal Dictionaries, Identifying and Using Cognates to Teach
English Vocabulary, Move It, Taped Texts for Scaffolding, Vocabulary
Words with Flipbooks, Canned Questions, T-Chart Graphic Organizer,
Stop and Think, Group Response with Whiteboards, Reader-WriterSpeaker Response Triads, Find Your Match, Are you Sleeping?, Go
Graphic for Expository Texts, Numbered Heads Together, Chunk and
Chew, Magic Buttons, Procedural Knowledge, Share Bear, SelfAssessment Rubrics, and Find Someone Who.
•

Part Three- Linguistic Landscape of the Classroom: Teachers will learn ways to
modify the landscape of their classroom to represent their diverse students.
o Firstly the instructor will introduce culturally relevant linguistic
landscapes to the attendees and provide examples.
o Secondly, attendees will be provided with a classroom that is not
culturally relevant and decide what they could do to make it’s physical
landscape culturally relevant.

•

Part Four - Interactions between Teachers: Teachers will learn about the
importance of collaboration between educators.
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o The instructor will remind teachers of the importance of communication,
interaction, and collaboration between all teachers.
•

Part Five- Preparation for the Third Seminar: Teachers will be informed of their
expectations over the next two months.
o Teachers will be expected to adopt culturally relevant practices and
educational philosophies.
o Teacher will be expected to complete a selected and constructed response
self-evaluation form as well as one for their partner, (see attached
evaluation form, Appendices G and H). One again, partners are to have
their discussion on their observations prior to the last session.

Session Three: Culminating Seminar
•

Complete Seminar: The last session brings teachers back together in order to
discuss the changes they implemented in their classrooms.
o Teachers will share their experiences implementing culturally relevant
pedagogical practices and educational philosophies.
o Teachers will discuss ways to continue culturally congruent teaching and
what still needs to be changed within schools.
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Discussion

Introduction
This curriculum project came into fruition due to the vital need for educators to be trained
on the ways to adopt culturally relevant pedagogies and educational philosophies. There has been
significantly notable growth of immigration to the United States of America over the past several
decades establishing the need for the education field to shift from a monolinguistic lens to a
multicultural lens (Wei, 2014). According to Quintero and Hansen (2017), “Including both
former and current ELs more than doubles the proportion of public-school students from nonEnglish-speaking backgrounds” (para. 5). Therefore, it is no longer optional for a teacher to
choose to adopt culturally relevant practices; it is a necessity. In order for educators to be able to
authentically and effectively implement culturally responsive practices, they need to be trained
on the methods with which to do so. According to Song (2016), “Quality teaching in
linguistically and culturally diverse classrooms will not occur by accident,” (p. 770). There is an
apparent need for educators to be provided with meaning professional development training.
Thusly, this curriculum project transpired as a way to remedy the lack of professional
development opportunities.
This curriculum was cultivated through the examination of materials and resources
provided to the author during her time attending the State University of New York (SUNY) at
Fredonia in order to complete her master’s degree in Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Languages (TESOL), as well as her experiences in the educational field. Thus, the author’s
proposed professional development program focuses on the three following elements due to the
prevalence in authentically adopting a culturally responsive practice: shifting mindsets, changing
the classroom environment, and employing collaboration and interaction. In the following
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chapter, I will explore the significance of the intended curriculum project on training educators
on creating culturally relevant classrooms.
Significance
This curriculum project matched the author’s initial design to provide training on the
ways to adopt a culturally relevant pedagogy and educational philosophy. The three designated
professional development sessions outlined in Chapter 4 delved into the complexities of
culturally congruent practices, focusing on three paramount elements that influence the
authenticity and effectiveness of a culturally congruent classroom. Thereupon the seminars
focalized on the facets of shifting mindsets, changing the classroom environment, and
implementing collaboration and interaction. Simply described, this curriculum project provides
educators with the tools and strategies needed to efficaciously and sufficiently employ a
culturally relevant pedagogy and educational philosophy. For example, educators need to be
metacognitively aware of their own educational philosophies and the manner in which these
principles are demonstrated in their teaching practices (Molina, 2013). Educators should be
observant of their personal stereotypical beliefs and preconceived notions about certain ethnic
groups and value their students based on their individual and unique experiences (Molina).
Therefore, a consequential section in the professional development seminars builds on this
negative mindset and provided educators with four strategies to actively reflect on their thoughts
and consciously change their paths of thinking towards more positive notions.
Upon completion of the three prescribed professional development sessions, teachers will
have a better understanding on the ways in which to support their diverse students by utilizing
their differences as assets in the classroom. For example, educators will learn of culturally
responsive, evidenced-based classroom practices that are embedded in the Sheltered Instruction
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Observation Protocol (SIOP). These strategies provide scaffolding to enable students to reach the
content without oversimplification. This includes: Canned Questions, T-Chart Graphic
Organizers, and Chunk and Chew (Vogt & Echevarria, 2008).
Having addressed the theoretical approaches, this curriculum project exhibited practical
consequences. Firstly, as previously mentioned, this curriculum project focuses on three crucial
elements embedded in the process of effectively adopting a culturally relevant classroom, which
are: shifting mindsets, changing the classroom environment, and employing collaboration and
interaction. Therefore, educators can begin to embody these elements in their practices in order
to support their diverse students within their classrooms. According to Lopez (2016):
… the following were found to be positively related to students’ outcomes: (1) teacherreported behaviors consistent with cultural knowledge instruction that represent authentic
means of accessing and assessing students’ knowledge (e.g., performance assessments),
and (2) teacher-reported beliefs about accessing students’ prior knowledge by
incorporating authentic experiences via funds of knowledge approaches. (p. 33)
In addition to this, the design of the curriculum project was influenced by the education
the author received in her master’s program in TESOL, which centralizes on the SIOP model,
translanguaging techniques, multicultural mindsets, and funds of knowledge. To effectively
implement SIOP practices, educators can refer to the PowerPoint presentations via the indicated
the Quick Response (QR) code on the penultimate slide. Therefore, through the techniques,
tools, and strategies presented within the professional development training sessions, educators
should be able to epitomize the indicated facets needed for culturally relevant pedagogies and
educational philosophies.
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Limitations
Upon developing the three-session professional development training, there were several
limitations that were uncovered. Firstly, the seminar was catered towards a specific demographic
of children that make up the student population in the Dunkirk City Schools. Therefore, some of
the indicated practices may not be the most beneficial for every type of learner. Secondly, this
curriculum project’s foundations were based on needs in the elementary school field and a
limitation will arise for those who work in higher education because the strategies presented are
designated for elementary age students. Thirdly, the time frame upon which this curriculum
project is based may not give a sufficient length of time for all educators to begin to transform
their classrooms in order to adopt culturally relevant practices. Effectively implementing these
practices is not only a complex process but it is also an ongoing operation. The progress or
reflection on practices may not divulge results to the most authentic degree due to the fact that it
is a continuous process. Fourthly, due to the comprehensive features that are involved in a
culturally congruent classroom and the time needed to educate teachers through professional
development training, the three-day seminar lacks in-depth expansion on the reasoning behind
each element. Ergo, educators will be provided with a primary overview of the culturally
component practices.
Future Investigations
If provided with another attempt, or time for expansion on the seminars created for this
research project, it would be beneficial to give more in-depth insights on more of the elements
that are featured in a culturally relevant pedagogy. Firstly, although these seminars educate
teachers on three preeminent elements embedded in culturally relevant pedagogies and
educational philosophies, the three professional development seminars designed in this
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curriculum project would further benefit from a future expansion on other facets ingrained in
effective adoption of a culturally congruent practices. The implementation of an authentic and
meaningful culturally responsive classroom environment, as indicated previously, is a complex
process that incorporates a plethora of elements. Ergo, it would be advantageous for educators to
be provided with additional strategies such as the ways to collaborate and communicate with
parents and interact with the local community. Although this project did not provide intelligence
on every facet in the multifaceted process of adopting culturally relevant practices, it did give
insight on three paramount elements teachers need to be trained on in order to cultivate culturally
relevant classrooms.
Secondly, it would be valuable for educators to experience a culturally congruent
classroom firsthand by observing in a classroom that has adopted this mindset. According to
Moye, Dugger, Jr., & Starkweather (2014), “knowing something and knowing how to do
something are very different things” (p. 1). Thereupon even though teachers will be provided
with role play exercises and examples from the field, firsthand observations of culturally
responsive classroom will give a deeper understanding on supportive diverse classrooms (Fazey,
Facet & Facet, 2005). Additionally, it will provide a deeper context on the ways that these
strategies can be used and the ways that a culturally congruent mindset should be implemented in
the classroom. Furthermore, this would allow educators the opportunity to see the ways in which
the SIOP model strategies from the professional development training are used in a classroom.
Teachers would be able to see the effects of a linguistic landscape that represents the students
positively impacting the classroom culture. This will give further insight on the ways that
strategies can be modified to fit the needs of the students.
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Thirdly, it would be beneficial for the instructor of the seminars to observe in each
attendee's classroom in order to provide insight on their current pedagogical practices and
educational philosophies because the instructor is trained in adopting a culturally relevant
pedagogy and educational philosophy. Therefore, the instructor may provide insights and
observe nuances that an educator with and untrained eye may not see. Furthermore, the instructor
will be able to provide additional support to teachers in shifting their classrooms towards a
culturally congruent environment because expert support is essential for success.
Fourthly, the foundations of this curriculum project were based on the challenges that are
currently facing an elementary school in the Dunkirk City School District. Hence the guidelines
for the seminars center on the needs presented in this elementary school. Thusly it may be
important in future research to expand the foundations of the professional development seminars
to encompass the wider range of students. This would allow teachers to be prepared for any
grade that they encounter during their educational careers.
Conclusions
This curriculum project set out to prepare educators for the imminent future of diverse
classrooms. Although there were limitations in the research sector such as time designated for
the seminars and the grade range the intended practices are applicable to, this project was
successful in providing the tools, techniques, and strategies needed for educators to begin to
transform their classrooms into culturally competent environments. Therefore, by attending these
three professional development seminar sessions, educators will gain perspectives on the ways to
authentically and effectively create a culturally responsive classroom. Although there are many
elements that encompass implementing culturally relevant pedagogies, this curriculum project
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their classrooms.
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Appendices

Appendix A.

Self-Reflection One
This is the form where you will complete a reflection on yourselves. Please answer the given
questions or statements honestly and to the best of your ability. This is for your eyes only to
ensure your privacy.
Rating-Scale Questions
Directions: Please rate the statement on a scale of one to four. One indicates that you extremely
disagree, while four indicates that you completely agree.
1. The physical landscape in my classroom represents all my diverse students.

1

2

3

4

2. The strategies I am implementing my classroom are appropriate for my English Language
Learners (ELLs).

1

2

3

4

3. I have a deep knowledge about all of the cultures of my students.

1

2

3

4

4. I ascribe to an unconscious or implicit mindset in my classroom.

1

2

3

4

5. I value one dominant language over all the home languages my students speak.

1

Additional Comments:

2

3

4
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Short Constructed Response
Directions: Please answer the following questions to the best of your ability in a sentence
format.
1. Please describe your personal cultural experiences during your educational career. Was
your culture supported? Was one culture dominantly supported while another was
ostracized? How was your mindset and feelings about school affected due to your
personal culture experiences?

2. What is your current educational philosophy?

3. Do you feel that you are currently authentically and effectively adopting culturally
relevant pedagogical practices and a culturally congruent educational philosophy?
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Appendix B.

Partner Reflection One
This is the form where you will complete a reflection on your partner. Please answer the given
questions or statements honestly and to the best of your ability. This is for you and your
partner’s eyes. Please discuss the reflection evaluations prior to the seminars.
Rating-Scale Questions
Directions: Please rate the statement on a scale of one to four. One indicates that you extremely
disagree, while four indicates that you completely agree.
The physical landscape in my partner’s classroom represents all their diverse students.

1.

1

2

3

4

2.
The strategies my partner is implementing in his or her classroom are appropriate for his
or her English Language Learners (ELLs).

1

3.

2

3

4

My partner has a deep knowledge about all of the cultures of his or her students.

1

4.

2

3

4

My partner ascribes to an unconscious or implicit mindset in his or her classroom.

1

2

3

4

5.
My partner values one dominant language over all the home languages his or her students
speak.
1

Additional Comments:

2

3

4
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Short Constructed Response
Directions: Please answer the following questions to the best of your ability in a sentence
format.
1. Do you feel that your partner is currently authentically and effectively adopting culturally
relevant pedagogical practices and a culturally congruent educational philosophy? What
are positive practices your partner is implementing? What are some areas in need of
change?
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Appendix C.
Presentation Links

Session One: Shifting Mindsets
Link:
•

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/11yIty2xjQKKsFCMZBPebZAoSNWJiTqT5Kj5B71CUQU/edit?usp=sharing

Session Two: Changing the Classroom Environment
Link:
•

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1UzooTBQitXaOOQGRjz9FgaEdFxBZBqjV8gi
Uoz1UxoI/edit?usp=sharing
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Appendix D.
Guided Instructor Notes
Session One: Shifting Mindsets
Directions: This is a suggested script or guide to follow when presenting the seminar. The italic
sentences are suggested dialogue while the unitalicized are suggested talking points.
Link to Presentation: https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/11yIty2xjQKKsFCMZBPebZAoSNWJiTqT5Kj5B71CUQU/edit?usp=sharing
Presentation Notes:
1. Slide One:
a. Introduce the Title: Session one: Shifting Mindsets
b. Read the quote: “Culture is the widening of the mind and of the spirit”’
2. Slide Two
a. Begin seminar by referring to self-reflection evaluations:
i. Prior to attending this seminar, we asked you to complete a selfreflection evaluation. We are going to start this seminar with one of
the questions you have already answered.
ii. We had you respond to question regarding you own personal
experiences in your educational careers and the support or lack of
support you received in your own personal culture.
b. Now share an anecdote about your cultural experiences in their schooling.
i. I wanted to start with a personal anecdote about my personal
experiences…
c. Have attendees Turn and Talk with their tablemates about their experiences.
Be sure to have the participants refer to the presented questions and elect a
scribe to record their responses to share whole group.
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i. Now I am going to have you share with one another your experiences.
Please consider the following:
1. Was your culture supported?
2. Was one culture dominantly supported while another was
ostracized?
3. How was your mindset and feelings about school affected due
to your personal cultural experiences?
ii. Please elect a scribe to record responses of your choice to share whole
group.
d. After an allotted time, have attendees come back together to share their
responses whole group.
3. Slide Three:
a. Continue discussion with a reflection on the other questions on the evaluation
sheets.
i. Prior to seminar, you should have discussed your partner reflections.
Now I want you to Turn and Talk to your tablemates about your
reflections. While doing so, I want you to think about the following
topics:
1. Current pedagogical practices
2. Culture
3. Culture of your students
ii. Please elect a scribe to record responses of your choice to share whole
group.
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b. After an allotted time, have attendees come back together to share their
responses whole group.
4. Slide Four:
a. Transition to the topic of unconscious and implicit mindsets:
i. Often educators state that they have adopted cultural pedagogies and
educational philosophies in their classroom without actually “living
up” to their words and authentically and effectively implementing this
in their school environments.
ii. Unconscious/ Implicit Mindset - hidden messages students receive
about themselves and their cultures by reading between the lines of
teacher’s statement and directly from the statements made by teachers
5. Slide Five:
a. Now, provide examples of unconscious or implicit mindsets:
i. An example pulled from the text, The Dreamkeepers: Successful
Teachers of African American Children,
...some teachers make statements such as “I don’t really see color, I
just see children” or “I don’t care if they are red, green, or polka dot,
I just treat them all like children.” However, these attempts at colorblindness mask a “dysconscious racism,” an uncritical habit of mind
that justifies inequality and exploitation by accepting the existing
order of things given. (p.34-35)
6. Slide Six:
a. Continue with more examples:
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i. Examples pulled from the article, Awareness of Implicit Bias:
ii. Assigning reading materials that only center on Caucasian main
characters.
iii.

Instructors may assume that certain students know to seek help when
they are struggling, although students at higher risk for struggling
academically are often less likely to seek help and support.

iv. Instructors may assume that students from certain backgrounds or
social groups have differing intellectual abilities and/or ambitions.
For example, an instructor might assume that a student from a certain
background will be satisfied with lower achievement levels.
7. Slide Seven:
a. Continue with examples:
i. More examples pulled from the article Awareness of Implicit Bias:
ii. Instructors may expect students who speak with certain accents to be
poor writers.
iii. Students who are affiliated with a particular identity group may be
treated as experts on issues related to that group.
iv. Instructors may assume that students will best relate to the historical,
contemporary, or fictional character who resembles them
demographically.
v. Students of certain groups may be expected to have certain
participation styles (quiet, argumentative, agenda-oriented).
8. Slide Eight:
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a. Introduce microaggression theory:
i. An unconscious or implicit mindset consists of microaggressions.
ii. What are microaggressions?
iii. Microaggressions are the everyday verbal, nonverbal, and
environmental slights, snubs, or insults, whether intentional or
unintentional, that communicate hostile, derogatory, or negative
messages to target persons based solely upon their marginalized
group membership. (UCLA Diversity & Faculty Development as
quoted in “Tool: Recognizing Microaggressions and the Messages
They Send,” 2014, para. 1)
9. Slide Nine:
a. Next, you are going to discuss the four techniques one can use to fix the
unconscious or implicit mindset in the classroom.
i. There are four strategies that you can use to remedy and combat an
unconscious or implicit mindset in the classroom.
ii. First is Re-Association or Stereotype Replacement,
iii. You are to recognize that you are responding to a person, situation, or
experience in a stereotypical manner.
iv. Consider the reason you are responding in this manner.
v. Consciously and actively replace your biased or stereotyped response
with an unbiased culturally congruent response.
vi. This reframes your negative cultural associations.
10. Slide Ten:
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a. This slide provides and examples of this strategy:
i. The following is an example of the Re-Association or Stereotype
Replacement strategy.
ii. The stereotyped response is, “Native American students refuse to
participate in class. They don’t care about learning.”
iii. Now, recognize that this is stereotyped and replace this response with
an unbiased response.
iv. Instead say, “Native American students prefer to learn through
listening.”
b. Now have the attendees reframe a stereotyped belief:
i. Now I want you to reframe the following stereotyped belief
ii. Turn to your tablemates and quick discuss how you can change this
statement to be unbiased.
iii. The example is, “This student only gets good grades because she is
Asian.
c. Have teacher quickly discuss then share
i. Possible answers could include: This student gets good grades because
she studies and works hard to succeed.
11. Slide Eleven:
a. The next slide is on the strategy, Refuting or Counter Stereotypic Imagining
i. The next strategy is Refuting or Counter Stereotypic Imagining
ii. Once you recognize that you have stereotyped a student, begin to think
of examples that negates the stereotype and proves it to be incorrect.
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12. Slide Twelve:
a. This slide provides an example of this strategy.
i. An example would be, “Hispanic people are too lazy to succeed.”
ii. Now think Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez is the youngest woman elected
into Congress.
iii. Ellen Ochoa is the first Hispanic person to leave Earth’s atmosphere.
iv. Cesar Chavez was a civil rights activist that aided in securing union
rights for migrant farm workers.
13. Slide Thirteen:
a. Now have the attendees reframe a stereotyped belief:
i. Now I want you to reframe the following stereotyped belief
ii. “African American teenagers are just so lazy. The never do their
homework and will not succeed in school”
iii. Turn to your tablemates and quick discuss how you can change this
statement to be unbiased.
iv. Possible answers could include: President Barack Obama was the first
African American President of the United States.
v. Oprah Winfrey is one of the richest women in the world.
14. Slide Fourteen:
a. This slide is the third strategy slide.
i. The third strategy is perspective-taking.
ii. This requires you to step into the shoes of a person who is stereotyped
to see life through their eyes and what they experience daily.
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15. Slide Fifteen:
a. This is a continuation of explanation.
i.

It can be very useful to implement perspective-taking when trying to
assess and understand the emotional impact of those who are
constantly and continuously being negatively stereotypes.

ii. This is also another way to hold yourself accountable and check to see
if you are thinking a specific way or judging a person for their
reaction in certain situations.
16. Slide Sixteen:
a. The next slide is an example of Perspective-Taking
i. Example: Picture yourself as a male adolescent African American
ii. What does it feel like being watched by managers as you shop in a
store?
iii. What does it feel like having your intelligence questioned?
iv. What does it feel like having society assume you will not be
successful?
v. Turn and Talk to your tablemates about this example.
b. Have teacher discuss the example then share responses.
17. Slide Seventeen:
a. This is the last strategy, Increasing Opportunity for Positive Contact
i. The fourth strategy is Increasing Opportunity for Positive Contact.
ii. This means to actively seek out of positive examples of cultures and
growing and deepening in your knowledge of diverse cultures.
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18. Slide Eighteen:
a. This is examples of the fourth strategy.
i. Examples include but are not limited to: Farmers markets, community
events, and sporting events.
19. Slide Nineteen:
a. The next slide is about two other types of mindsets
i. This whole presentation has been about shifting mindsets to be
inclusive of diverse students.
ii. The last thing we are going to talk about today is the English-isSuperior mindset versus a multilingual mindset.
iii. An English-is-Superior Mindset - believes that English is the most
important language, and does not value the other languages a student
may speak in the classroom.
iv. While a Multilingual Mindset - accepts that one language is not
superior to another and values the diversities the students bring to
class by acknowledging the differences as assets in the classroom.
v. We need to make sure we are not holding one language superior to
others, even if there is a dominant language in the classroom.
20. Slide Twenty:
a. This slide includes the QR code.
i. In conclusion, it is very important to shift our mindsets to support our
students and their diversities. This means drawing on student’s funds
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of knowledge, viewing students’ diversities as assets, and being
inclusive with our thoughts and messages.
ii. Thank you for coming and if you would like to access this presentation

later, I have linked the QR code on the slide.
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Appendix E.
Guided Instructor Notes
Session Two: Changing the Classroom Environment
Directions: This is a suggested script or guide to follow when presenting the seminar. The italic
sentences are suggested dialogue while the unitalicized are suggested talking points.
Link to Presentation:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1UzooTBQitXaOOQGRjz9FgaEdFxBZBqjV8giUoz1Ux
oI/edit?usp=sharing
Presentation
1. Slide One: Title Slide: Changing the Classroom Environment
2. Slide Two:
a. Ask the attendees if anyone is familiar with the term, funds of knowledge.
i. Turn and Talk with your small table groups to discuss the meaning of
funds of knowledge.
b. Have attendees come back together whole group to share their current
knowledge on the term, funds of knowledge.
3. Slide Three:
a. Next, inform attendees of the meaning of funds of knowledge. Read from the
definition from the slide.
4. Slide Four:
a. Continue discussion on funds of knowledge.
5. Slide Five:
a. Continue discussion on funds of knowledge.
6. Slide Six and Seven:
a. Now, introduce the SIOP Protocol.
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b. Ask teachers if anyone knows the SIOP Protocol (empirically researched
approaches proven to be effective for ENLs).
c. Inform attendees the meaning of SIOP Protocol, and quickly review the eight
components. Explain you will go into further explanation after the activity.
d. Next, inform attendees that you will split up them into an appropriate number
of groups.
i. Each group will get a SIOP strategy.
ii. You will need to read the strategy, and the be ready to share it whole
group.
e. Have attendee’s complete activity.
f. Come back together whole group and proceed through each component and
strategy.
7. Slide Eight:
a. Preparation: Creating effective and engaging lessons with meaningful
activities.
i. Alternate Materials: In this strategy, one is providing as many
materials as needed to make content understandable or
comprehensible. This can include authentic maps, photos and
community experts.
ii. Task Analysis or Backwards Planning: In this strategy, one determines
how the content and language objectives will be assessed. This will
allow one to plan backward from the assessment thinking what
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students need to know to achieve the objectives and success on the
assessment.
8. Slide Nine:
a. Building Background: Drawing on students’ funds of knowledge and making
explicit links between students’ prior experiences and the current lesson.
i. Realia, Photos, and Illustrations: This strategy consists of providing
realia (i.e. real items), photos, and illustrations to provide a context
for the meaning of a vocabulary term.
ii. Go to Your Corner: In this strategy teachers are to choose a concept
that has four dimensions or elements, such as four decades or types of
animals. Each corner is assigned a topic. Teachers are to pose
questions, or make statements about a corner choice, and students are
to move to the corner that represents the answer or statement.
iii. Personal Dictionaries: In this strategy, students compile unknown
terms with their corresponding definition to refer back to when
necessary.
iv. Identifying and Using Cognates to Teach English Vocabulary: This
strategy involves compiling cognates from two chosen languages on a
chart with its meaning.
9. Slide Ten:
a. Comprehensible Input: Making instruction understandable
i. Move It!: In this strategy teachers use physical movement to represent
a concept they are teaching their students. The students then repeat
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after the teacher to learn the concept. For example, spinning your
body to indicate the earth’s rotation on its axis.
ii. Taped Texts for Scaffolding: In this strategy, the teacher will
differentiate to meet the level of the ELL. For example, when reading,
the teacher will find synonyms for challenging words and removing
idioms, superfluous language, and figurative language.
iii. Vocabulary Words with Flipbooks: This strategy involves using
flipbooks to introduce and review vocabulary for students.
10. Slide Eleven:
a. Strategies: Techniques to aid students in accessing the content without
oversimplification.
i. Canned Questions: This strategy makes answering questions an
interactive process. This involves writing questions on strips of paper
and placing them in a can. Then, the student will draw out a question
and answer it.
ii. T-Chart Graphic Organizer: This strategy provides an organized way
to classify information for students.
iii. Stop and Think: This strategy reminds students to think about what
they are reading while they are reading by the teacher stopping and
having the student complete tasks about the book such as predictions.
11. Slide Twelve:
a. Interaction: Engagement between students.
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i. Group Response with White Boards: This strategy fosters interactions
between students by pairing them in teams to answer questions by
responding on white boards.
ii. Reader-Writer-Speaker Response Triads: This strategy involves
structures group interaction by assigning every student in the triad a
role to ensure participation.
iii. Find Your Match: In this strategy, students are provided with index
cards with information they have been learning about. Two cards
correspond to one another and the students need to find their match.
12. Slide Thirteen:
a. Practice and Application: Providing meaningful activities that encourage
participation and learning.
i. Are you Sleeping?: In this strategy, students practice what they have
learned through a familiar melody where the original lyrics are
replaced with academic content.
ii. Go Graphic for Expository Texts: This aids students in organizing
their thought processes through graphic organizers that correspond to
the lesson topic.
iii. Numbered Heads Together: In this strategy, students are grouped
heterogeneously and then assigned a number within that group. Then,
the students will be presented with a question and have time to discuss
with their group. Next, the teacher will call out a number. All the
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students who are assigned that number, such as the number two, for
example, will stand up and report their group’s answer.
13. Slide Fourteen:
a. Lesson Delivery: The Implementation of the lesson.
i. Chunk and Chew: This involves giving the lesson in small increments,
giving students appropriate time to process information to ensure
comprehension and not overwhelm the student.
ii. Magic Buttons: Each student is provided with a button labeled, “I am
thinking” and “I got it.” The student will keep their hand on the “I am
thinking” button until they are ready to respond. Then, they will move
their hand to the “I got it” button. This ensures that students have
sufficient time to process information, and allows teachers to monitor
their student think time.
iii. Procedural Knowledge: This strategy involves discussing and
explaining the procedural steps in an activity before implementing the
content.
14. Slide Fifteen:
a. Review and Assessment: A comprehensive review of key concepts, providing
feedback to students, and giving assessments.
i. Share Bear: Students can only speak when they are in possession of the
share bear.
ii. Self-Assessment Rubrics: This allows students to monitor their own
learning and have a role in their learning.
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iii. Find Someone Who: Students are provided with a question sheet.
Students are to move around the room to find someone who can
answer one of the questions on the sheet.
15. Slide Sixteen:
a. This slide discusses linguistic landscape:
i. Teachers need to not only adopt culturally relevant teaching practices,
but also modify the physical landscape of their classroom environment
to match the culture of the students.
ii. This entails the translation of signage and incorporating culturally
relevant images and posters.
16. Slide Seventeen:
a. Example of a culturally relevant classroom.
17. Slide Eighteen and Nineteen:
a. Example of a classroom that is not culturally relevant. Have teachers turn and
talk to their tablemates about what they can do to make this classroom
culturally relevant.
i. Now I want you to turn and talk to your tablemates to discuss how you
can make the classroom culturally relevant.
ii. This is what a culturally relevant classroom environment does not look
like. Notice how the walls have no posters that represent the student’s
culture. There are only content posters. There are no signs translated
into any of the languages of the students. The physical landscape does
not reflect the culture of its students.
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18. Slide Twenty:
a. Interaction with teachers
i. In addition to being an essential component in the SIOP model,
interaction is an imperative element in between teachers. This is not
exclusive to general education teachers but is vital for general
education teachers and specialty teachers. Many specialty teachers,
such as ENL educators can provide advice on the ways to support
multicultural learners and give specific advice on these learners
within the teacher's classroom. This type of interaction between
educators is essential in order for students to be successful.
19. Slide Twenty-One:
a. Preparation for third seminar.
i. You will have two months to begin your changes in your classrooms.
ii. During the next two months you will once again self-reflect on your
culturally relevant pedagogical practices and educational
philosophies.
iii. Again, this will be done individually and with partners. Please have
your discussion prior to the last seminar.
iv. There will be a third culminating seminar on your changes.
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Appendix G.

Self-Reflection Two
This is the form where you will complete a reflection on yourself. Please answer the given
questions or statements honestly and to the best of your ability. This is for your eyes only to
ensure your privacy.
Rating-Scale Questions
Directions: Please rate the statement on a scale of one to four. One indicates that you extremely
disagree, while four indicates that you completely agree.
1. The physical landscape in my classroom represents all my diverse students.

1

2

3

4

2. The strategies I am implementing my classroom are appropriate for my English
Language Learners (ELLs).

1

2

3

4

3. I have a deep knowledge about all of the cultures of my students.

1

2

3

4

4. I ascribe to an unconscious or implicit mindset in my classroom.

1

2

3

4

5. I value one dominant language over all the home languages my students speak.

1

Additional Comments:

2

3

4
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Short Constructed Response
Directions: Please answer the following questions to the best of your ability in a sentence
format.
1. What is your current educational philosophy? Has it changed from when you
previously answered?

2. How have your pedagogical practices changed?

3. How has your linguistic landscape changed?
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Appendix H.

Partner Reflection Two
This is the form where you will complete a reflection on your partner. Please answer the given
questions or statements honestly and to the best of your ability. This is for you and your
partner’s eyes only. Please discuss the reflection evaluations prior to the seminars.
Rating-Scale Questions
Directions: Please rate the statement on a scale of one to four. One indicates that you extremely
disagree, while four indicates that you completely agree.
1. The physical landscape in my partner’s classroom represents all their diverse
students.
1

2

3

4

2. The strategies my partner is implementing his or her classroom are appropriate for his
or her English Language Learners (ELLs).

1

2

3

4

3. My partner has a deep knowledge about all of the cultures of his or her students.

1

2

3

4

4. My partner ascribes to an unconscious or implicit mindset in his or her classroom.

1

2

3

4

5. My partner values one dominant language over all the home languages his or her
students speak.

1
Additional Comments:

2

3

4
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Short Constructed Response
Directions: Please answer the following questions to the best of your ability in a sentence
format.
1. Do you feel that your partner is currently authentically and effectively adopting culturally
relevant pedagogical practices and a culturally congruent educational philosophy? Have
these changed? What are positive practices your partner is implementing? What are some
areas in need of change?
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Appendix I.
Guided Instructor Notes
Session Three: Outcomes and Closure
Directions: This is a suggested script or guide to follow when presenting the seminar. The italic
sentences are suggested dialogue while the unitalicized are suggested talking points. There is no
corresponding PowerPoint presentation because this is for attendees to discuss their results.
Seminar:
1. Welcome attendees back for the last session.
2. Have attendees turn and talk about the changes they implemented in their classrooms.
Then continue the discussion whole group.
a. Have attendees consider:
i. What was easy
ii. What was difficult
3. Have attendees turn and talk about ways in which to continue to culturally relevant
teach and what still needs to be changed within schools. Then continue the discussion
whole group.
4. Thank attendees for their participation and remind teachers that culturally relevant

pedagogical practices and educational philosophies are an ongoing process and you
can only take one step at a time. Indicate attendees are heading in the right directions
and are making positive strides in their classrooms.

